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PRESIDENT'S CORNER Mario Wiedenmeier

Among the air mail collectors honored at PIPEX '91, held May 24-26 in Seattle,
Washington, was Roland F. Kohl of Switzerland, who on that occasion was inducted
into the Air Philatelic Hall of Fame . He and other Hall of Fame members will be
recognized on a plaque at the American Philatelic Society office in State College,
Pennsylvania. Mr. Kohl writes a regular air mail column in the Swiss collector
periodical SBZ and Postal History has served as editor for the Swiss Air Mail
Catalogue for many years. He has been president of SISA since 1976 and has played
a significant role in promoting air mail collecting . Kohl is an AAMS Director of
Foreign Relations and is president of the Swiss Air Mail Collectors Group . He is
also an international judge and show organizer . Too few of his outstanding articles
have been published in Tell . I would like to invite members to provide translations
for our journal.

By the way, I am scratching the bottom of the barrel for articles . Most of the ones
received for future release from Henry during transfer of the helm are in the
typewriter, and nearly nothing is left for the January issue . Three of the articles I
intend to publish are copies without identification as to source. I assume they are
from Linn's and would like to ask for a helping hand to send me information on
when they appeared.
1.)Will Rogers, Spoofs Swiss Found City Behind the Postmark, by Elaine Boughner.
2.) Swiss Philatelic Service Office, Forerunner of Worldwide Agencies by Ernest

Kehr.
3.) Study of Swiss Hotel Post Stamps Produces Some Intriguing Problems by Wing

Commander R. F. Bulstrode . (This last item was not copied very carefully, I assume,
because the last line(s) is missing. A new copy of this article would be helpful.

It is now almost one year that I have been at the helm of this society, and I still do
not have a Vice President or an Editor. My intentions are not to seek renomination
for the Presidency for 1993-94, but to offer to continue as editor until a replacement
can be found . I feel it is totally unfair for a new president to also be burdened with
the editorship. Vinal Grim is issuing his last Mail Auction with closing date of
December 15, 1991 . Dedicated Philatelist ready to take on our mail auction please
step forward . Vinai thank you for your good work.

I would like to invite co-editors to act as writers/editors within their specialties, e .g .,
postal history and cancels . I recommend having at least four such persons review
articles from the membership (if any) and mostly to produce their own articles, again
in their own specialty.

I would like to install a group of translators, which is not an easy job if the work
is to be accurate. I would therefore like to also install a translator/co-editor to
spearhead this activity. Any interested members are encouraged to come forward,
and let's get something exciting going.
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The Swissair Transatlantic Flight of May 2, 1947

Chicago Air Mail Society, Bulletin Volume III Number 2 February, 1986
by Wayne Fitzgibbons

In 1946, plans were underway for the Centenary International Philatelic
Exhibition (CIPEX) which was held on May 17-25, 1947 in New York City.
The Swiss Postal Administration was invited to participate at CIPEX and
agreed to display Swiss stamps and covers from the Swiss Museum.

Swissair first flight transatlantic cover, May 2, 1947.

Switzerland had issued a 2 .50-franc air mail stamp that was valid only for
the special flight, Geneva to New York on May 2, 1947 . The stamp
pictures a Douglas DC-4 plane, the Statue of Liberty in New York and the
Cathedral of St . Peterin at Geneva. On May 2, 1947 the plane, a DC-4, left
Geneva with dignitaries from Switzerland . With them were many rare
stamps and covers from the Museum, and in the cargo area, 112,070
covers for the special flight.

When the plane got near LaGuardia's Air Field in New York, N .Y., the
pilots, Captains Walter Barner and Anton von Tschaner, were told the plane
could not land there because of the weather and was directed to National
Airport in Washington, D.C.

An agreement between the Swiss Postal Administration and the United
States Post Office was made to have the covers from the flight
backstamped on arrival at the AMF in LaGuardia . The plane had to land
in Washington and therefore authorization had to be obtained from the
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USPO at Washington, D .C. After a short delay, permission was given and
all the mail was unloaded and the flight covers backstamped May 2, 1947,
at Washington, D .C.

There was no postal agreement between the United States and
Switzerland for the covers submitted for the return flight from New York.
Mail was returned uncancelled . There was some mail returned via TWA
and an instructional handstamp reading The United States Postal
Department was not authorized to forward mail on the return flight of
Swissair".

Barry Anthony Reports -
The German Postal Specialist - 398, 1987 Page 364

In a fascinating book, Die Mache im Weltwahn, published in 1922,
Ferdinand Avenarious exposes many of the distortions created by the
Allied media during World War l in order to whip up anti-German hysteria.
Some of the tricks were highly ingenious . As one example, a group
photograph of three smiling German army officers holding sports trophies
was published in the Berlin Lokalanzeiger in June 1914, on the occasion
of a local horse-racing contest . The same picture reappeared in August
1915, in the British Daily Mirror, but this time to illustrate the plunder of
Warsaw, depicting "Three German cavalrymen loaded with gold and silver
loot!"

Among the numerous other cases,
the book has an account of a philatelic
fraud perpetrated just after the
beginning of the war to influence
feelings in neutral Switzerland. It
consisted of the Germania 10 and 20
Pf . issues (Mi . 86 & 87), overprinted
with "Schweiz" and the denominations
of 10 and 25 Centimes respectively . A

picture of the pair appeared in the Paris newspaper Le Matin - the date,
unfortunately, is not given - with the following text (loosely translated):
"Caught Red Handed . William II prepares annexations. These stamps,
with the image of Germania and carrying in the lower register the regular
'Deutsches Reich', are overprinted with inscriptions in black letters showing
that from now on Switzerland is part of the German empire 	 We wish to
abstain from commenting on this new act of treachery, planned by the
stealers of territory and the people murderers who are dishonoring Europe.
The fact is there - visible, tangible, cynical . It is enough. Our Swiss friends
need only look at these little accusatory vignettes to judge their neighbors
to the East and North . Let them be on their guard ."
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The Swiss seem not to have been perturbed by this supposed threat to
their sovereignty, and indeed l have not come across any other reference
to what must surely be the most absurd piece of propaganda fantasy in
German philately.

Editor's note : the illustration is very bad and is intended only to show the
relative position of the overprint . The picture originally appeared in a
wartime newspaper. lt was copied into a book printed on very poor
paper. The photograph for the Specialist was made from the book.

THE 40 RAPPEN STRUBEL WITH
BROWN SILK THREAD, ZUMSTEIN 26C

Herbert Brach

The stamp under consideration is a particular challenge to the Strubel
collector who typically walks, unsuspectingly, into a mine field in trying to
classify his stamps. When I say unsuspectingly, it is because the Zumstein
Specialized Catalogue lists but two varieties of this stamp:

"26Ca Light Yellow Green and 26Cb Light Green"

Hunziker writes on this subject as follows:
" . . . .we turn to the 40 Rp value which was printed on uniformly thick paper
with reddish brown silk thread . The paper stems from the Bavarian mill in
Pasing . There is an unprinted sheet in the postal museum (reference is to
the PTT Museum in Bern) with a hand-written note which allows us to
make this deduction . The stamp exists in two color shades : light yellow
green and light green . Without doubt these colors come from two
separate printings, of which the light green is the earlier issue . The green
has a minimally bluish tone which gives it an intense effect . Grill cancels
predominate on the first issue which proves that the stamp was used
mostly prior to May 23rd, 1857 . The needs for this value seem to have
exceeded expectations so that a second issue was prepared at about that
time and printed in the light yellow green shade . This shade is similar in
tone to the pale yellow green of the First Munich Printing.

This second issue constitutes, together with the 20 Rp value of the First
Bern Printing (25B), the most beautiful Strubel printing that we know. The
plates must have been prepared with a great deal of care, as the
embossing shows remarkably deep relief . Circular date stamps are the
predominant cancels . That a new plate arrangement was made is proved
by a change in distances between the frame lines of the stamps:
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I . ISSUE

	

II . ISSUE
light green

	

light yellow green

Horizontal Distance 0 .4 - 1 .0 mm

	

0 .5 - 1 .0 mm
Vertical Distance

	

0 .7 - 1 .1 mm

	

0 .4 - 0 .8 mm

There is a relative abundance of beautiful examples of both stamps so
that the collector is in a position to satisfy his tastes . Unfortunately,
cancellations are rather uniform and do not allow for much variety."

The knowledge thus gained from Zumstein and Hunziker was reinforced
by d'Aujourd'hui's classification ; he shows the earlier printing as his 26D,
gives it a color range from green to yellowish green, a first date of usage
of April 1855 and a distance between frame lines of 0 .7-1 .1 mm; he
classifies the later printing as 26E, calls the color "green", shows the first
date of its use as 1858 (but illustrates it with a stamp bearing a clear July
17th, 1857 cancel) and shows the distance between frame lines of this
printing as 0 .4-0 .6 millimeters.

This, then, was the sum total of my knowledge on the subject of the 40
Rp stamp with brown silk thread when l originally embarked on my project
of converting my collection of Swiss stamps from the classification
according to the Scott catalogue to that of Zumstein . It sounded easy. The
experts consulted, with minor variations in appreciation, agreed that there
were two versions of the stamp, the earlier one characterized by an
average quality of printing, a wide cliche setting and grill cancels, the later
one by exceptionally deep embossing, narrower cliche setting and circular
date stamps . It would not take a genius to follow this well-marked path.

And so it was, in the beginning . I picked out two entirely different
versions of the stamp, labelled one 26Ca and the other 26Cb and, satisfied
with a job well done, leant back and relaxed . Relaxed, that is, until an
approval selection brought a third stamp which was different from the two
I owned in almost every respect. Aha, l had a freak! With the glee that
only a collector knows when discovering a freak, l added it proudly to my
collection. Then, in short order, came the fourth, fifth and sixth stamps,
and they were different from anything l had seen before! After an original
panic attack, l decided to arrange the stamps in apparent chronological
order and commenced with the task of my own classification scheme.

My interest was now piqued and I went on an active hunt to try to find
any other varieties of the stamp that might exist . I will not bore you with
the details of a five-year quest, beyond observing that l did, indeed, find
more varieties and that each addition served to change my perspective
and led to ever more convoluted classification schemes . I finally feel that
I have seen enough copies of this stamp so that at least a logical outline
for a classification table can be attempted . This is not to be viewed as an
ultimate classification, for there are surely some gaps yet to be filled and
a better understanding to be found . Limiting dates are to be considered
provisional, as they are based solely on the material examined so far.
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Then, there is always the problem of personal appreciation ; when
attempting to construe a classification based purely on the evidence of
material coming into one's hands, conclusions and compromises have to
be made that reflect one man's appreciation of interpreting the facts . This
appreciation may not, and probably will not, be shared by everyone and
if this should lead to discussion, that is good . l actively invite the help of
every reader who has something to contribute.

Before presenting the interim results of my quest, I must go to the heart
of the problem to explain why so many different versions of this stamp
seem to exist . Whether we accept Zumstein's earliest date of use, which
is February 17th, 1855, or d'Aujourd'hui's and Müller's, which is April 1855
and more logical in view of the delivery dates of this stamp to the Post
Office, this stamp was in use well into 1860 and l even own one
datestamped in October of 1862 . That, for a Strubel, is a long life span.
The stamp that was to replace it ultimately, 26G, has no date of first use
shown in the Zumstein Catalogue ; the earliest date l have personally seen
on a 26G is February 22nd, 1860, which fits in with the observed usage of
26C well into 1860.

A number of recognizably different printings, which may be as many as
six, and five appreciably different color groups were found to exist; I have
divided them into three main groups by chronological sequence, as per

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO TABLE I:

DESIGN,: Assigned arbitrarily in alphabetical order to facilitate
description, except for Cb and Ca, which retain Zumstein designation;
since 26Cb was the first of the various printing issued, it appears first.
PAPER THICKNESS: Figures represent an average of six to eight
measurements made of the thinnest and thickest stamp for each
classification with "Etalon" micrometer having flat anvils of 5 mm diameter.
DISTANCE BETWEEN STAMPS : Figures shown represent absolute
distance between adjoining frame lines ; if preceded by a (+), no adjoining
frame line was available and figure represents maximum margin found.
EMBOSSING : Arbitrary, subjective scale in descending order : Excellent,
Very Good, Good, Fair, Trace and Flat.
PERIOD OF USE : With the exception of the original issue date, where we
adopted the Müller Catalogue date of April 1855 as most logical, all dates
appearing are the earliest and latest of each classification actually seen.
Question marks for beginning periods appear for classifications normally
cancelled with the grill cancels where dates are found only rarely . Earliest
date of use actually seen in this survey for 26C so far is 19 December
1855. The gaps that appear between the end of one Group's period of use
and the onset of the next, remain to be defined.
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TABLE I

* For classifications 26Cd and 26 Cf, exceptional stamps on paper 0 .074mm thick exists.

Group I of the classification in Table I is characterized by what is typically
an early Bern "B" type printing, by a paper thickness between 0 .08 and
0.10 mm (Pasing paper), with wide and even cliche settings (0 .7-1 .2 mm,
both vertically and horizontally), fair to excellent embossing, a predominant
use of grill cancels with date stamps appearing in 1857 to as late a
January 1858 . Five different color groups are listed . those designated "a"
and "b" correspond exactly to Zumstein's 26Ca and 26Cb as further
described by Hunziker ; "c", "d" and "e" represent major color variations of
these early printing not previously listed . The reason for the existence of
all these shades seems to have been a dispersion problem with the blue
pigment, the severity of which varied considerably . The limiting time period
of use for this group appears to be April 1855 to January 1858.
Group II presented a particular classification problem, because ultimately,
three different types of stamps were found to have been used in the time
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period covered, which is approximately from April 1858 to February 1860;
three sub-groups were established to show the differences . What all three
have in common, aside from the period of use, is a new, much narrower
cliche setting (0 .3-0 .6 mm vertically and 0 .2-0 .6 mm horizontally) and a
printing mode which, for lack of a better expression, I call Type "C";
apparently, the counter plate in use remained the gutta percha type
employed in previous printing, as none of the characteristics that typify the
"G" type printing can be discerned, even in stamps without embossing
relief . Circular date stamps are the rule.
Sub-Group II-A comprises a group of stamps that can best be
characterized by colors that appear much duller and not as clean as those
of Group l, by printing that is not as sharp and by embossing that is not
as deep as the earlier stamps . The paper they are printed on show the
same nominal thickness range of 0 .08-0 .10 mm as the earlier stamps, but,
with a few exceptions that would indicate the use of some Munich paper,
almost all these stamps seem to have been printed on Zurich paper . The
color shades to be found include all those in the earlier Group . A listing
of stamps of this classification found so far is shown in Table Il which
follows:

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO TABLE II:

DISTANCE BETWEEN STAMPS : Underlined figures represent measure-
ments between adjoining frame lines, other figures maximum margin.
SM stands for sheet margin . Order: Top, Bottom, Left, Right.
EMBOSSING : Figures represent subjective appreciation of depth of
embossing, where 1 = Excellent, 2 = Very Good, 3 = Good, 4 = Fair, 5
= Trace and 6 = Flat.

Stamps on thin paper ( .072- .075 mm) ; this is not "cloudy" emergency
paper . These stamps should not be confused with those appearing in
Group II-C which are printed on "cloudy" emergency paper.
Sub-Group II-B covers a group of stamps that have an appearance very
similar to that of the Group I stamps : Clean, bright colors, sharp
impression and good embossing depth. They differ from Group l stamps
by virtue of their much tighter cliche setting, their time of use and, l
suspect, by the procedence of the paper they are printed on, even though
the paper thickness range remains about the same ; This is now 0 .08-0 .09
mm. Discovery of the existence of this group is due entirely to the help
given by some generous AHPS members in connection with my Strubel
usage date study. Among the stamps submitted by one member was a
26C which did not fit the pattern of classification then established . At first,
I tried to dismiss the stamp as a freak, then as a possible late usage of a
Group I stamp from a somnolent, secondary post office that did not have
much demand for 40 Rappen stamps. Then, among the more than 2,700
Strubels sent me by other members, the evidence that this stamp was not



a unique phenomenon started accumulating before my now open eyes.
While these stamps are not to be found with frequency, the eleven
examples listed in Table III, which follows, are sufficient proof that they are
not a aberration, but members of a separate and distinct printing group.
The stamps in this group cover the gamut of green color shades from
yellow green to bluish emerald . Circular date stamps are the rule, given
their apparent time of use from July 1858 to January 1860.

TABLE II

Sub-Group II-C covers stamps that are the nearest thing to the possible
existence of "E" type stamps with a 40 Rappen denomination . So far, all I
have ever seen to fit this group are two pairs and a single stamp . One
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horizontal pair is date-stamped 25 August, 1858 in St. Gallen and has a
paper thickness of 0 .064 mm . The single stamp is dated 2 February 1860
in Horgen and is on paper 0 .071 mm thick . The vertical pair, postmarked in
Zürich on 22 November with an undecipherable year date, has a paper
thickness of 0 .074 mm . If these measurements seem high for "thin-paper"
stamps, they are, but bear in mind that they were made with an "Etalon"
micrometer having 5 mm flat anvils ; on thin-paper stamps, my
measurements exceed those made with micrometers having hemispherical
contact points by about 20% . What these stamps have in common is the
typical, flat-printed and translucent "look" of a typical "E" stamp and the
finger-tip "feel" of thin-paper stamps . The narrow cliche setting, the "C" type
printing and the period of use is what these stamps share with the other
stamps in Group II .

TABLE III

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO TABLE III:

DISTANCE BETWEEN STAMPS : Underlined figures represent measure-
ments between adjoining frame lines, other figures maximum margin.
SM stands for sheet margin . Order : Top, Bottom, Left, Right.
EMBOSSING : Figures represent subjective appreciation of depth of
embossing, where 1 = Excellent, 2 = Very Good, 3 = Good, 4 = Fair, 5
= Trace and 6 = Flat.
Group III is characterized by "G" type printing, made with the use of the
last-printing-stage and a shellac counter-plate . Two different cliche
settings necessitated the establishment of two sub-groups . Stamps of this
group are seen only very occasionally . Since true 26G stamps appeared
in volume use beginning in February of 1860 and the earliest use date I
have found for a Group Ill 26C stamp is April 1860, the assumption that
remainders of paper with brown silk thread were used as part of a regular
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26G production runs lies close to hand ; however, the paper employed in
the production of Group III 26C stamps appears somewhat thicker and less
well finished than papers heretofore found in the first two groups of 26C
stamps.
Sub-Group III-A includes stamps printed in the manner of Type "G", but
with irregularly set and skewed cliches, very much in the manner of the 10
Rappen 23Cc-Cf and the third printing of the 5 Rappen 22D ; they all look
as though the cliches had been rapidly remounted on a new base to
respond to a need for more stamps on a make-shift basis.
Sub-Group III-B encompasses the stamp printed in the manner of Type "G"
stamps, but now with the tight and extremely regular setting of a true "G"
stamp. The only thing that distinguishes these 26C stamps from those we
know as 26G is the color of the thread.

A quick resume of our findings on the subject of the stamp know to us
as 26C, shows that there are considerably more than two printings and
more than two colors . The paper is not uniformly thick, nor is it all of
Munich manufacture . The distance between frame lines are not those
stated by Hunziker ; the distances found for the early printing are close to
d'Aujourd'hui's stated 0 .7-1 .1 mm and those for the later printing to his
stated 0.4-0 .6 mm. While the stamps of the early printing show the result
of very careful execution, those of the later printing are a far cry from the
"most beautiful Strubel printing that we know" ; they mostly have no or very
little embossing relief and give the appearance of hasty printing.

I can make no conjecture as to why it took so long for 26G to make an
appearance and to finally replace the 40 Rappen stamp with brown thread.
The fact is that 26C had a very long life span ; the need for this
denomination seems to have been continually underestimated, at least
from the beginning of the year 1858, resulting in as many printings as we
find. This is difficult to reconcile with the evidence of the very few and
leisurely deliveries made by the Mint to the Post Office through the end of
1857 (see Table IV) . it is also difficult to explain in view of the fact that the
40 Rp value had only limited usage within Switzerland ; it was an odd value
for domestic franking . The main use for 40 Rappen stamps was for
international postage ; we find it used frequently in mailings to Italy and to
certain parts of Austria, Germany and France . It is also found, used in
multiples, to make up the postage to the U .S. from post offices that
apparently lacked stocks of the 1 Franc value.

The fact that international franking to destination with prepayment by
means of postage stamps from Switzerland was possible only since April
15th, 1855 and that 26C appeared in the same month are surely not a
coincidence.

An analysis of stamps delivered to the Post Office of 40 Rp stamps
shows that just short of 2,170,000 stamps were provided between
September 1854 and December 1857, if we add the 150,000 copies of
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26Aa and the 700,000 copies of 26A that were printed in Munich to the 26C
deliveries . This would indicate an apparent consumption of about 55,000
stamps of this denomination per month . It is questionable that an
unforeseen growth spurt from this level took place suddenly in the
beginning of 1858; it seems more logical to assume that internal
production problems led to the multiplicity of printings which we found of
26C. It took the Mint a long time to bring this chapter to an end and to
reestablish order with the very late appearance of 26G.

TABLE IV

PROPOSAL : Based on the findings of this study, but keeping in mind the
interests of the collector who can easily get along with a minimum of detai,
l propose the following simplified classification of 26C for study and
adoption:

1. All the stamps appearing in Table I as Group I, to be given
designation, 26Ca. being mindful of the fact that they share such basic
characteristics as period of use, paper thickness, cliche setting and
embossing depth . The specialist can indulge his fancy by looking for the
various color shades which exist for this stamp.

2. The stamps appearing in Table I as Groups II-A and II-B, to be given
a single designation, 26Cb ; the much narrower cliche setting and the
period of use being the criteria for separation from all stamps appearing as
26Ca above . Again, many shades of green exist.

3. The stamps appearing in Table I as Group II-C, to be given the
designation, 26E, as they are truly printed on "cloudy" . thin, emergency-
type paper. These stamps look like typical "E" stamps and the color
shades found so far tend to be in the blue-green sector . These stamps
have a very different appearance and cannot be confused with the
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occasional stamp on thin paper ( .072- .075 mm thick, but not "cloudy")
found in 1 . and 2. above.

4 . The stamps appearing in Table l as Groups III-A and III-B, to be given
a single designation, 26Cc ; the typically "G" type, flat printing mode and
the period of use should serve as easy separating tools for these stamps.
The existence of two types of cliche setting can be taken note of by
specialists, but these late 40 Rappen stamps with brown thread are found
so infrequently that few collectors are likely to come across any
specimens . From my experience, these stamps account for less that 1%
of any typical 26C accumulation.

For the serious investigator, examples of every stamp described are
available for inspection. For those having comments, suggestions or
questions, please contact the writer.

HERBERT BRACH, 13803 Crown Bluff, San Antonio, TX 78216.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Is This a Fake? By Bob Grosso, 175 Viewcrest Dr. Hendersonville N .C . 28739

I recently obtained a stamp that resembles the official stamp No . 9 (Zum.)
of the Federal Department of Economic Affairs, Industrial War Economy
Section . It is the 3cts orange-brown Tell Boy overprinted with

But the overprint is upside down! If someone planned on
making a fake wouldn't you think that the overprint would -
be properly applied? Since the stamp cost me

next-to-nothing, I assume others exist. Have any other members
of AHPS seen inverted overprints of this series.

Richard H. Barton writes:

The article in the September 1991 TELL on FORGED SWISS MATERIAL by
Fred R. Lesser has an error in Figure 3 . that I would like to bring to the
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attention of the readers . The top "SOCIETY DES NATIONS" overprint is
correct with the exception of the last letter, the "S" of "NATIONS". The top
serif on the S actually slants to the back similar to the first S in Society.
In my review of over a hundred stamps, some of which have Swiss expert
certificates, I have not found any overprints with the forward sloping serif
as shown in Figure 3.

T-Canceled Stamps

	

Bob Grosso

Much has been written about the T-canceled stamps of Switzerland.
Regular postage stamps are used as postage due stamps by canceling
them with a T . Four pertinent articles related tot his subject are:

1. Linn's stamp news, Dec . 5, 1977, page 24 by Pascoe Taylor of AHPS.
2. TELL, Mar/April 1988, pages 47-56 by Harlan F . Stone.
3. TELL, July/Aug 1988, page 121 by Steven S . Weston.
4. TELL, Sept/Oct 1988, pages 161-163 by Steven S . Weston.

regular postage stamps as a favor.
canceled stamps on cover to be
postage dues.

In a following article (TELL: Sept/Oct), based on additional information
he received from a reliable source, Mr . Weston conceded that numerous
T-cancels neatly centered, i .e., SOTN, and all made by the same canceling
device could have provided a valid postage due purpose.

In my collecting l have found few SOIN T-cancels . In fact, as Mr.
Weston mentioned in his July article, I have found most of my T-cancels
tying the stamps to the paper . From hundreds of the 1949 Landscape
issues (off paper) I found a few T-cancels . Some had multiple T's, three
on one stamp for example, but few were SOTN . These observations
influenced my criteria for collecting T-cancels .

As indicated
in the TELL
(July/Aug
1988) article,
Mr. Weston
expressed
concern that
the possibility
existed that
some post
office might
apply T-
cancels to

His recommendation was to obtain T-
assured they were actually used as
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I prefer off-centered T's or partial T's on
a stamp. Most preferably, I would like to
have them on cover but covers are more
expensive and not as readily found . My
primary method of collecting is not 100%
fool proof but I am much more confident
that my T-cancels saw real postage due
service . I look for T-canceled stamps (off-
paper) that are also canceled withungültig
(German), annule (French) or annullato
(Italian) . These are postage due (T-
canceled) stamps annulled by the postmen

who could not collect the postage due fee when they tried to deliver the
item whether letter or parcel . Although these are much scarcer than T-
canceled stamps without the annulling counterstamp, they are much easier
to find than on-cover.

While visiting relatives in Southern Germany 12 years ago, I looked for
Swiss T-cancels at a local stamp store . After a fruitless search, I learned
the dealer called them out as "garbage" and threw them away . I replied
that one man's "garbage" could be another man's treasure.

Maybe this is why T-cancels are so elusive to find today!

PTT Museum, Bern

1291 - 1991 Schweiz Suisse Switzerland

Exhibition of letters and cards featuring
Swiss place names from all over the world

To celebrate 700 years Swiss Confederation a postal cancel exhibition was
held from third of June through thirteenth of October 1991, in the Post
Office Museum in Bern. Swiss towns and family names from different
countries where shown . For example, New Glarus, New Bern, New
Geneva, etc . and the names of places with Swiss family names like Sutter,
Gallatin and Chevrolet. Many examples from the Swiss colonies in
Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay . A nearly unknown colony in Europe, with
the name "HELVETIA" in Hungary, founded by a Swiss and today a
vineyard of 1000 hectares, was also documented.

The idea for an exhibition of this kind came from Professor Erdman
Schmocker, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, President of the Swiss
American Historical Society and Andre Zeller, Preles, Switzerland . (In
accordance to the Helvetia Philatelic Society, Helvetia news letter July 1991
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page 55 "Did you know" by M . Rutherfoord . Felix Ganz was an initiator with
his extensive US postmark collection, with no less than 56 Bern's, 49
Geneva's, 36 Luzern's, 3 Zürich's and 2 Basel's.

This unique exhibition lasted 4 months and sowed about 1000
documents. Collecting such examples isn't easy, especially when dealing
with postal documents from post offices which were closed 150 years ago.
The showpiece of the exhibition is a (letter) envelope from Lausanne,
Pennsylvania from 1806 a place that had a post office only till 1816.

At present, there are 56 different towns and hamlets with the name of our
capita, BERN, BERNE, NEW BERNE, in America . Interesting is that a lot
of Swiss emigrants, who were persecuted because of their religion, named
their new home after their old one . For example, Mennonite BERNE in
Indiana or Mormon BERN in Idaho.
HELVETIA WORLDWIDE

For centuries the Swiss emigrated into all parts of the known world . Most
went to European regions, about one third settled in transoceanic lands,
especially in portions of North America that later became the United States.
Swiss went abroad as soldiers, merchants, missionaries, trades people and
farmers and formed a small contingent of the post 1500 European
oversees expansion.

The shown collection of envelopes and postcards, all with Swiss place or
family names does not only give a mirror of this emigration but also shows
the fact that old fatherland wasn't forgotten.

USA

Before 1820 some 25,000 Swiss are estimated to have settled in British
North America, especially in regions of today's Pennsylvania and the
Carolinas. About as many Swiss arrived between 1820 and 1860 in the
newly established nation and took up residence mainly in midwestern
states such as Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin . Between 1860 and
1880 Swiss immigrants numbered some 50,000 and between 1881 and
1890 about 82,000 . During the next three decades an estimated total of
90,000 arrived . Since 1930 professional and often merely temporary
migrations predominate and involved until 1990 about 63,000 Swiss.

Although in the 19th century some predominantly Swiss settlements like
Highland (Illinois), New Glarus (Wisconsin), Grutli (Tennessee) and
Bernstadt (Kentucky) emerged, most Swiss went either to established rural
villages and towns of the Midwest and the Pacific coast where especially
the Italian-Swiss were engaged in California's viticulture, or they settled in
industrial or urban centers such as New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
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Chicago, St . Louis or San Francisco. Numerous Swiss found the lifestyle
and political institutions of the United States most compatible with those
of their native land and as Swiss-Americans became attached to both
countries .

New Bern, North Carolina

With the purchase of land from the Indians, Christopher
von Graffenried established in 1710 the site for this
settlement, making it the oldest Swiss colony in the
new world . Of the original group of over 600
Palestinians and Swiss that left London fewer than half

survived the ocean voyage and the Carolina coastal pirates . Many of the
ones that lived through the first winter were massacred during the following
summer's Indian Wars. Von Graffenried seemed to have great
disagreements with the colonists and he accused them to be "thieves, lewd
fellows, profane and slanderous" . After mortgaging the land of the village
to Col . Thomas Pollock he left for Switzerland and never came back. By
1741 only 21 families remained in New Bern . Today's population is
primarily of British descent.

New Glarus, Wisconsin

This location was settled on the 17th of August 1845 by
a group of immigrants from Glarus, Switzerland . Durst
and Streiff, the advance riding unit and in possession of
all the cash, were for a while reported missing . When
another Durst and Lagler found them they were in the

process of building a large house for the immigrants at the location of
today's school and church.

Berne, Indiana

20 Mennonite families from Moutier in the Jura
Mountains founded this settlement in 1852 . Most of the
colonists belonged to the John Sprunger family and its
relatives . It received its name only in 1871 when the
new local railroad stop needed an identification . In

1873 the first hotel, The Cottage Hotel", opened its doors . It was first
owned by Thomas Berig and a short time later by Daniel Luginbuhl.
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100 Year PTT Union
The forerunner of the PTT union for the
employees of the post, telephone, telegraph
and customs was founded April 5, 1891.
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Gruetli, Tennessee

The Swiss Colony at Grutli is the result of a cooperation
between the Tennessee Colonization Company and the
Swiss Commission of Emigration. In 1869 a large tract
of land was secured by Capt . E. Plumacker, a Swiss
agent and Peter Staub from Knoxville, with the approval

of the Swiss consul John Hitz . The price ranged from 40 to 90 cents an
acre. Each settler's 100 acres lot was assigned by lottery . This planned
settlement had a 600 acres site in the middle reserved for the school,
church and municipal buildings . The Amachers, the Ruefs and the Schilds
were some of the earliest settlers in the Beersheba area.

Helvetia, West Virginia

Shortly after the Civil War the "Grutli Verein" of
Brooklyn, NY was founded with the intent to settle
somewhere in the interior of the U.S. Mr. Iseler, a
member of this group, worked as a surveyor in the
West Virginia mountains . After his glowing account of

the endless tracts of land, forests rich in game and clear streams alive with
fish, a commission was sent out to explore and in late 1869 the first work
on this new settlement was started. Each person obtained its own piece
of land, but in the heart of the community 100 acres were divided into
smaller units for the shops of merchants and skilled laborers . By the end
of 1874 there were 90 families with 380 members residing in Helvetia with
the first school to open its doors in 1875.

Stettler, Canada

Carl Stettler was born in 1861 in Oberdiessbach, his
place of origin was Eggiwi, Canton Bern. He
emigrated in 1888 to the United States . He founded in
1903 a settlement in Alberta which he named
Blumenau . A short time later he moved away and

settled near a newly built railroad line. The quickly flourishing village
received the name of its founder, Stettler.

Two warships of the Canadian Navy also carry the name Stettler. It is the
only settlement in Canada that has two vessels bearing the name of the
place.
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SOUTH AMERICA

Many Swiss emigrated to South America in the last and at the beginning
of this century. Most went to Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay.

These colonies frequently received the name of the immigrants place of
origin or their family names . Even today there are some placed that still
reflect the founding by Swiss people . These immigrants fared unevenly in
their new homeland . Some did fairly well or even became rich, while many
others died as poor laborers leaving hardly any visible impact . But most
of the families did better than in the old country where at that time they
lived in great poverty.

Nova Friburgo, Brazil

On September 12, 1819 the sailing ship "Urania" left its
harbor in Scotland. It had 437 emigrants from Freiburg
on board . Only 330 disembarked six weeks later near
Rio de Janeiro, the others died on the High Seas.

Romang, Province Santa Fe, Argentina

The colony Romang was founded by Dr . Teophil
Romang from Trubschachen, Canton Bern in 1873 . At
his birth house in Trubschachen is the following
inscription : "In honor of the visionary founder of the

village of ROMANG on his 107th birthday . —Romang, Province Santa Fe,
27A.80."

Nueva Helvetica, Uruguay

The new Switzerland, that is what the 40 immigrants to
Uruguay called their new home. The beginning was
modest, but relatively quick grew a pleasant little
Switzerland in the heart of Uruguay . The importance of
this Swiss colony is reflected in two postage stamp

issues Uruguay's in 1962 in honor of the 100th anniversary of its existence.
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EUROPE

In Europe, too several places are bearing names that also exist in
Switzerland . With the exception of Helvetica, Hungary, the following have
probably no Swiss origin : Altdorf, BRD; Baden, France ; Berne, BRD;
Burgdorf, BRD . The same is most likely true of Chur, Jura, Marzili and
Sion in Russia .

Kleinwalsertal, Voralberg

Not many people know that the basic population in this
area is of Swiss origin . Swiss family names are still
present today, but no Swiss related place names exist.

Helvetica, Hungary

Helvetica is probably the only settlement in Europe that
was founded by a Swiss and can today still be
substantiated with a postal cancel.

In the year 1892 Eduard Weber, a Swiss professor
founded a vineyard and wine cellar on 200 Joch of land in the sand
steppes near Kecskemet. He wanted to find out if one can grow vines in
sandy soil . The experiment succeeded and the endeavor flourished . He
named this new settlement Helvetica in honor of his old country . This
estate is today 2,500 acres, a state owned vineyard of enormous size.

Postmarks

K 1304

	

K 1305

	

K 1306

	

K 1307
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AHPS MAIL AUCTION

Auction No . 92 includes a very good variety of Swiss phil-
atelic material . Many of the lots are very attractive in
terms of condition and quality presenting an excellent op-
portunity to add such items to a Swiss collection.

Values

	

in Auction

	

92 are from the

	

1991

	

Zumstein Catalog un-
less stated otherwise and are expressed on the basis of

	

1
sFr .	 =	 $ .65 .

	

Please send your bids

	

to

	

Vinal

	

Grim,

	

PO Box
674, Minocqua, WI 54548.

AHPS MAIL AUCTION 92 	 CLOSING DATE DECEMBER 15, 1991

Lot Description

	

Value

1

	

Z . 1511 (Sc . 7) Rayon I, used, black P .P . cancel, four margins
with full cutting lines on top, left and bottom ; Von der Wied

certificate states ' Genuine, little thin spot at, the top, other-
in good condition .' minimum bid $280 .00	 $488 .00

2

	

Z . 16II (Sc . 8) 1850 Rayon II, type 38 from E stone, 4 frame
lines, canceled with red federal lozenge ; Un.Ph.Sw, attestation
states ' . . .genuine, not repaired . Nice copy with little close
margins. Small thin at. top, otherwise sound . . . ' , minimum bid
$50 .00	 $124 .00

3 Z . 1611 (Sc . 8) Rayon II, Stone T34 Al 0, fresh brownish-yellow
shade with black federal grill cancel ; adequate to wide margins
on all four sides, small diagonal ironed out creases on lower
right corn er, minimum bid $200 .00	 $390 .00

4

	

Z . 16II/A7 Rayon II, thin paper, used with black rosette,can-
cel ; four full margins VF, minimum bid $190 .00	 $374 .00

5	 Z . 1711 (Sc . 10) Rayon 1 5 Rp . Type 28 Stone Position L 0, fresh
shade and with clean black federal grill cancel ; margins just
clear to adequate on all four sides, without faults, minimum
bid $80 .00	 $220 .00

6

	

Z .20 (Sc . 12) 15 Rp . Rayon I with black federal lozenge cancel;
Un .Ph .Sw . certificate states, ' Nice copy with fresh colour.
Short at top otherwise good margins and with part of the lower
stamp . Small thin below A . . .', minimum bid $80 .00	 $124 .00

7

	

Z . 23G, Pf .2, 10 Rp . Strubel, used, cross on spear ; closely
cut but with frame lines on top, right and bottom, light cds.
cancel, minimum bid $70 .00	 $175 .00

8 Z . 25G (Sc . 39) 20 Rp . Strubel on thick paper with attractive
Luzern 24 Oct . 62-3 cds ; good margins on 3 sides, trimmed a-
long frame line at left, very slightly soiled and thread is
bleached, minimum bid $20 .00	 $65 .00

9

	

Z . 29/Pa. 1

	

1941 Air 50e . ' white roof ' variety, used fine;
single circular cancel on left two-thirds of stamp, minimum
bid	 $50 .00

10 Z . 36 A/12 Sitting helvetia 1 Fr, gold with misplaced relief
print, double spear and shield, MNH VF ; minimum hid	 $45 .00
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11 Z . 52 (Sc .68) 1881 1 Fr . Sitting Helvetia, used, with Zurich
21.II.82-6 cancel ; Von der Weid certificate states, 'Genuine,

light creases and small perforation faults . ' , minimum bid
$390	 $975 .00

12

13

14
fine, a couple short perforations, fresh color and attractive
' Cortailled II .VII .89 ' cds ., minimum bid $30 .00	 $81 .00

15 Z . 71E (Sc . 87b) 1 Fr . lilac Standing Helvetia with somewhat
heavy Geneve transit cancel ; nicely centered and perforated,
minimum hid $95 .00	 $260 .00

16 Z . 77A, 78A, 79A UPU Silver Jubilee, unused (78A and 79A with
no gum) ; good centering except for 77A which has perfs cut into
border line at left and top, minimum bid $35 .00, A/C	 $67 .00

17 Z . 113, 139, 160 and 174 in B/4 plus Z . K16 tete-beche (2) in
B/4, all used VF ; each block has one single center cancel, very
attractive group, minimum bid $30 .00	 $62 .00

18 Z . 176 (Sc . 138) 1925 helvetia with Sword 40c . MNH VF ; minimum
bid $92 .00	 $104 .00

19 Z . 177 (Sc . 209) 3 Fr . MYTHEN MNH VF ; minimum bid $100 .00	 $156 .00
20 Z . 190 (Sc . 215) 1932 Disarmament Conference 1 Fr . MNH Fine;

minimum bid $20 .00	 $65 .00
21 Z . 190 (Sc . 215) 1932 Disarmament Conference 1 Fr . B/4 VF;

single centered Wolfenshiessen circular cancel 	 $49 .00
22 Z . 198 (Sc . 223)1934 Landscape 20c . B/4 used fine ; single

inverted circular cancel is positioned on left side of block .$98 .00
23 Z . 228z-231, 232z-235, 236z-239 (Sc . 256-67) 1939 National

Exposition, MNH VF ; 3 languages complete, minimum bid $25 .00 .$39 .00
24 Z . F14-15 (Sc, C13-14) 1929 Airmail issue, MNH VF ; smooth gum,

minimum bid $100 	 $228 .00
25 Z . F27-34 (Sc . C27-34) 1941 Airmail issue, MNH F/VF ; minimum

bid $60 .00	 $98 .00
26 Z . K711 (Sc . 152a) TELL BOY 5c . tete-beche, used fine ; stubbed

perfs at bottom right side, circular cancel unintelligible,
minimum bid	 $50 .00

27 1956 Pro Juventute stamp booklet, unexploded panes W1/163,
Wl/164, WI/165; minimum bid 	 $25.00

TETE-BECHE

	

BLOCKS OF FOUR

	

SE-TENANT

	

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES	 IKW

Lots in this group are of uniformly high levels of
condition and quality.

28 Z . 154 (Sc . 174) 1921 TELL BUST 20c . violet ,B/4, F/VF ; single
center Zurich cancel, minimum bid $60 .00	 $114 .00

29 Z . 167AII, 168BII 1924 UPU Jubilee issue, corner margins blocks
of 6, MNH VF ; 168BII includes 2 A/9 24 perforation variety,
minimum bid	 $25 .00

Z .

	

54 (Sc . 78)

	

1882 5c .

	

Cross and Numeral on white paper,

	

used
fine ; light partial

	

cds .

	

on

	

right,

	

minimum bid $45 .00	 $114 .00
Z .

	

56 (Sc . 80)

	

1882

	

12c .

	

Cross and Numeral,

	

unused no gum,
fine ; small signature on back,

	

minimum hid $65 .00	 $163 .00
Z .

	

71B (Sc . 93)

	

1

	

Fr .

	

lilac Standing helvetia ;

	

centering

	

is
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30 Z . 200L-204L (Sc . b329-33) 1963 Pro Juventute B/4 with centered
first day cancel VF ; fluorescent paper, minimum bid	 $50 .00

31 Z . 205 Ay, 205 Az (Sc . 232, 232c) 1936 Landscape 20c. scarlet
in B/4, MNH VF ; minimum bid $70 .00	 $127 .00

32 Z . 290 (Sc . 321) 1948 Landscapes 40e . blue, B/4, MNH VF ; mini-
mum bid $100 .00	 $169 .00

33 Z . 349-50 (Sc . 376-77) PTT Conference overprint, Montreux, B/4,
MNH VF ; minimum bid $40 .00	 :	 $78 .00

34 Z . 349-50 (Sc . 376-77) PTT Conference overprint, Montreux,
B/4 with single centered First Day Cancel, VF ; minimum bid
$45 .00	 $78 .00

35 Z . 381-84 (Sc . 406-9) 1961 Evangelist set in B/4, MNH VF ; low-
er left corner blocks with selvedge, minimum hid $120 .00	 $130 .00

36 Z . K7II (Sc . 152a) TELL BOY 5c . tete-beche, used F/VF ; well
centered, circular cancel BASEL/HOSBURG, small (3x5 mm) initial
stamp on back, minimum bid $200 .00	 $423 .00

37 Z . K18, K20, K25y, K27y (Sc . 168a, 175a, 176a, 169a) TELL BUST
tete-beche pairs , MNH VF ; each consists of single pair plus
2 pairs in block, minimum hid $55 .00	 $88 .00

38 Z . K34Ay 1936 Landscape tete-beche, 2 pairs in block MNH VF;
minimum bid $75	 $81,00

39 Z . K34Ay, K34Az plus 205Ay and 205Az 1936 Landscapes tete-beche
pairs plus single of each, MNH VF ; singles are corner margin
with selvedge, minimum bid $60 .00	 $110 .00

40 Z . K34Az 1936 Landscape tete-beche, 2 pair in block, MNH VF;
minimum bid $70 .00	 $75 .00

41 Z . Z25a, 25b, 25c 1939

	

.National Exhibition se-tenant strips
of 3, used VF ; minimum bid $35 .00	 $59 .00

42 Z . Z25d, 25e, 25f, Z26d, 26e, Z .27e 1939 National Exposition
se-tenant pairs, used VF ; minimum hid $85 .00	 $136 .00

43 Z . Z27a 1939 National Exposition se-tenant strip of 3, used VF;
minimum bid $65.00$117.00

44 Z . Z27b 1939 National Exposition se-tenant strip of 3, used VF;
minimum bid $65 .00	 $117 .00

45 Z . Z27c 1939 National Exposition se-tenant strip of 3, used VF;
minimum bid $65 .00,	 $1

46 Z . WII 46-50 (Sc . B191-95) 1950 Pro Patria B/4 , MNH VF ; lower
right corner blocks with selvedge, minimum bid $45 .00	 $104 .00

47 Z . DI 2 (Sc . 1 0 2) War Board of Trade 5c . green, used VF;
small (3x5 mm) stamped initials on back, minimum bid $35 .00 . .$42 .00

4R Z . DI 8 (Sc . 1 0 8) War Board of Trade 30e . yellow brown/pale
green, used VF ; circular Basel cancel, small (3x5 mm) stamped
initials on back ,minimum hid $150 .00	 $406 .00

49 Z . DII 43 1938 Official, overprint cross on Z . 164z Pf.1, MN
VF ; extra engraved line in right scroll, minimum bid	 $30 .00

50 Z . DIII 2 (Sc . 2 0 8) League of Nations 10c . green, MNH VF;
minimum bid $65 .00	 $84 .00

51 Z . DlII 14 (Sc . 2 0 28) League of Nations 5F . MNH VF ; minimum
bid $225 .00	 $276 .00

52 Z . DIII 15 (Sc . 2 0 29) League of Nations 10F . MNH VF ; minimum
hid $350 .00	 $439 .00

53 Z . DIV 6-25 (Sc . 5 0 6-25) World Health Organization, canceled,
F/VF ; neat circular corner cancels, minimum bid $125 .00	 $211 .00
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54 Z . DV 10-21 (Sc . 4 0 10-21) I944 International Education Bur-
eau, canceled, F/VF ; neat circular corner Geneve cancels,
minimum bid $90 .00	 $137 .00

55 Z . DV 29-39 (Sc . 4 0 29-39) 1950 International Education Bur-
eau, canceled F/VF ; neat circular corner cancels, minimum bid
$50 .00	 $71 .00

56
57

58 Z . WI 7-9 (Sc . B7-9) 1917 Pro Juventute set, used VF ; minimum
bid $50 .00	 $91 .00

59 Z . WI 21-24 Sc . B21-24) I921 Pro Juventute set MNH VF;
minimum bid $18 .00	 $28 .00

60 Z . WII 1y, 1z (Sc . B90-90a) 1938 Pro Patria MH VF ; minimum bid
$10 .00	 $42 .00

61 Z . WII 5c 1940 Pro Patria 20(+5)c color change B/4, MNH VF;

minimum bid	 $10 .00
62 Souvenir Sheets (5) Z . WI 199, WII 102, Wlll 40, 43 and 50

(Sc . B323, B297, 428, B344 and 585), MNH VF ; minimum bid
$45 .00	 $91 .00

63 Z . WIl; 102 (Sc . B297) 1960 Pro Patria Souvenir Sheet, NMH VF;
minimum bid $40 .00	 $59 .06

64 WIlI 16/Z . 258 (Sc . B130, 287) 1943 Postal Jubilee, two items
consisting of Miniature Sheet with First Day cancels plus small
FOC with pair of Z . 258 ; sheet has 2 tiny gum disturbances
which could be hinge reminders, minimum bid 	 $1950 .00

COVERS

65 Z . 49 (Sc . 65) Cover to Lamrsheim, Pfalz franked with 25c,
green Sitting Helvetia ; 3-4 tiny nicks on edge of grey cover
with some creases along left edge, cds 'Neuchatel 5 V 82-8',
backstamped FRANKENTHAL and LAMRSHEIM, minimum bid $100 .00 . .$146 .00

66 Z . WI 138-142 (Sc . 207-I1) 1951 Pro Juventute FOC registered
to Chicago, German cancel ; clean cover, minimum bid $135 .00 .$163 .00

67 Registered Air Covers (3) Geneve-Philadelphia, Luftpost Cata-
log RF 46 .4f franked with (1) Z . F28,30 and 32, (2) Z . F30
and 31, (3) Z . F27 and 32 ; covers are clean, nicely canceled
with inscription '1 .Vol postal Geneve-Philadelphie' above
stamps, minimum bid $60 .00,	 $156 .00

68 1938 PRO AERO Special Flight., 10 covers and I Postkarte,
Luftpost Handbuch SF 38 .1, with 22 .V .38 date items b,c,d(4),
h,k,m(2),n and 31 .V .38 date items b,d(2),e,h(2),k(4),m ; au
attractive set of covers in uniformly good condition, minimum
bid	 $60 .00

69 Special Flight (30 .9 .1923) Covers (2), Luftpost Handbook SF
23 .3a and 23 .3h ; each cover franked with Z . .154 and F5, mini-
mum bid $90 .00	 	 $153 .00

SEMI-POSTALS	 SOUVENIR SHEETS

Z .

	

WI

	

4

	

(Sc . B4) 1916 Pro Juventute,

	

used VF ;

	

minimum bid . . . .$20 .00
Z .

	

WI

	

6

	

(Sc . B6) 1916

	

Pro Juventute MH VF ;

	

very

	

light hinge
mark,

	

minimum bid $40 .00	 $101 .00
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70 Registered Flight (10 .VI .29) Covers (4), Luftpost Handbook
RF 29 .3 a,c,d and f ; very clean set of covers franked with
Z . F6 (29 .3e and f) and Z . F9 (29 .3a and d), minimum bid
$250	 $390 .00

71 Flight Cover (5 .7 .1930) Luftpost Handbook RF 30.6a to Phila-
delphia franked with Z . I69, 171 and F4 ; front of cover also
has circular CHERBOURG-MARITIME MANCHE 5-7 30 cancel, minimum
bid $30 .00	 $75 .00
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DID YOU KNOW?
From the Helvetia Philatelic Society News Letter August 1991

	

By M . Rutherfoord

- that after nearly 130 years the EPEE, with FOP, IFSFDA, ASCAT and AIJP,
convened a Symposium on Philately in Bern on the 24th April . The main issues
being : Harmful Issues, and Promotion of Philately . This is an important step
forward, but it is to be noted that of 167 member states about 66 refused to co-
operate.
- that innumerable books are appearing under the impetus of "700 Years" . One
to be recommended (but a heavy one) is a new edition of the 1938 "Great Swiss".
The new title now includes ladies ; both in German, covering 100 persons each,
now 752 pages . I have not checked exactly but quite a few have never appeared
on a postage stamp. One of the difficulties in a book of this sort is that potential
customers are seldom interested in someone of another Canton, and the political
system does not allow strong national figures to develop.
- that the A & B drama continues, now affecting the re-direction of holiday mail.
For SFr .5.- mail can be held back, or sent to the holiday address inside
Switzerland . This works very well, single items receive a yellow label with the new
address, or a number of items are put in a B5 cover . Now with the B post taking
an indefinite number of days the last day of re-direction is difficult to define.
Perhaps re-direction will have to be for A post only in future.
- that l have found only four PPA slogan machine cancellations in 5 months, and
three of them in waste paper baskets, This confirms my earlier suspicion that this
will be a rare postmark in future . At least fifty items at 80c each have to be sent
at the same time.
- that the Transport Museum in Luzern is getting a new PTT exhibit dealing mostly
with new developments, leaving the past to the PTT Museum in Bern.
- that this Museum now has room for more than one special exhibit at a time.
Now until the 3rd November 1991 there is also a show on the Fischer Post, 1675-
1832. I think this is the same as at Geneva 90.
- that for those members who have unsuccessfully tried to reconstruct the Battle
of Morgarten (15th November 1315) on site, l have learnt that because of very
heavy rainfall that year the Lake of Aegeri was much larger and the extent of
swampy land was extensive, so that one can therefore now envisage the
Austrians being caught between the devil and the deep blue sea . The subsequent
pacts between the three original cantons on 9th December 1315 was long
considered the Date of Birth of Switzerland, until the document of August 1291
was found.
- that the Swiss, i.e ., the third that voted, have for the third time refused a VAT
system, to the chagrin of the government . This can delay a possible joining up
with the EEC, but even this is very uncertain, especially in the German-Swiss part.
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THE TREASURE HUNT
GETTING STARTED by Richard H . Barton

All children dream of finding a
treasure. Its one of hose joys of
childhood that we lose as we grow older.
DON'T LET IT HAPPEN TO YOU!
You too can continue to hunt for that
mystical treasure and participate in the
joys of childhood. In doing so you will
start to feel younger again and you will
improve the interest and variety of your
Swiss collection. There are numerous
treasures to be discovered at your local
dealer that carries Swiss material . You
only need to look and know what to look for.

This feature will attempt to help the readers uncover those rare treasures
that are sitting in dealers stock and get them into the hands of collectors
where they may be exhibited for all to enjoy. I will share some of my
experiences and knowledge and I request that others contribute to THE
TREASURE HUNT.

Swiss philatelic treasures can be found in almost every dealers stock of
swiss items. What you need is time and knowledge . The time you will have
to find yourself, but the time required decreases with an increase in
knowledge. Knowledge is obtained through reading, listening, looking, and
examining.

Reading is a time honored method of increasing one's knowledge . Start
with the articles in TELL . When I first started reading TELL, I found many
of the articles too detailed for me as a general collector . Now I find myself
going to back issues to learn what I earlier had skipped over . Read TELL
thoroughly. Another good book to get is the Zumstein Specialized Catalogue
and a paperback German-English dictionary. The catalogue has a wealth of
treasure maps and the dictionary lets you read them . If you don't feel that
you can afford the new catalogue, buy the 1981 issue from someone who has
forked over the big bucks.

Listening is best done at the biannual AHPS convention . That is where
you are going to meet and talk to the members that have much of the
knowledge that you are seeking, and they are most willing to share it with you.
An alternative is to set up a local AHPS study group that meets regularly for
discussing Swiss Philately. If you are interested in joining or forming such a
group, contact your AHPS regional representative, whose address is located
in the front of TELL.
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Looking is the art of using your eyes to see things. In this case we are
interested at looking at Swiss Philatelic materials . These can be seen in
exhibits at the AHPS biannual convention, your local stamp exhibition, your
local study group, or your dealer. The world class exhibits shown at
STAMPEX 91 were full of treasures, some of which were found during a
treasure hunt.

The last method of gaining knowledge is
examining Swiss stamps at your local bourse or
dealer. This takes time and patience. Remember
two key axioms. "One man's trash is another
man's treasure" and, "You have to look at a lot
of trash to find a little treasure" . You should
have a 2 to 3 power magnifier glass and your
own stamps tongs . A reference book such as the
Zumstein Specialized Catalogue is also very
helpful.

Initially you need to train your eyes as to
what to look for. For your first treasure hunt, I
recommend that you start with the 1960
definitives issue, specifically the 5c, 10c, 20c, and
50c stamps.

Learn to distinguish between the sheet
stamps and coil stamps as shown . The 5c has
either 3 (coil) or 4 (sheet) vertical lines in the
lance behind the runner's hand . On the 10c the
lance is fixed by a nail (sheet), but the nail is
missing on the coil variety. On the 20c there are
either 9 (coil) or 10 (sheet) points on the mule's
harness below the tail . On the 50c there are
either 2 (coil) or 3 (sheet) horizontal lines above
the right curved arch of the gate . Few dealers
bother to separate out the sheet versus the coil,
even though there is up to a 100 fold difference
in catalogue prices. If the coil number is on the

back of the coil stamp, then the catalogue value is up to 8 times higher.
The other variety to look for in this issue is the type of paper. The

stamps were issued with ordinary paper and later with purple phosphor
threads . Here the catalogue values aren't very different except in the 1 .20Fr
and 1.50Fr stamps.

This should get you started on the thrill of the hunt . It won't make you
rich, but it will develop your skills at noticing the minor differences that
separates the treasures from the ordinary beauties. In future articles we will
look at other issues and finding more valuable treasures.

Sheet stamps

	

coils
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